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Subject Positions in Standard Western Armenian 
0. Introduction 
Michele Sigler 
MIT 
The idea that both spec-TP and spec-AgrSP are subject posttions, but for different 
types of subjects has been put forward for Icelandic, by Jonas ( 1994), Bobaljik and Jonas 
( 1995), Vangsnes ( 1995), and for Celtic by Bobaljik and Carnie ( 1994) In thts paper I 
explore subject posiuons in Standard Western Armenian (SW A) by examming properues 
of three types of nominal expressions that differ in terms of referenualny and specificity 1 
The first type is a morphologically bare NP that is nonreferentlal. The second is also 
morphologically unmarked. It is referential, but subject to certain interpretive 
restrictions. The third is morphologically marked and is specific. I argue that the three 
types of nominal expressions occupy different syntactic positions: sister to the verb. 
spec-TP and spec-AgrP, respectively. In the account proposed here, the arguments that 
move to to spec-TP have the cj>-feature number only, the arguments that move to spec­
AgrSP have both person and number features, and the arguments that remain in VP, m 
sister to V, have no cj>-features. I show that the differences in syntactic locatiOn of 
arguments can be traced to these differences in feature composition, in line with recent 
assumptions in the Minimalist framework (Chomsky 1993). In particular, my analysts 
relies heavily on the assumption that movement is motivated by the need to check cj> ­
features (Chomsky 1993). I argue that the difference i n  interpretation t s  also linked to the 
difference in feature composition, saying roughly that featureless NPs are predicattve; 
NumPs are nonspecific; and DPs are specific. Since I argue that AgrP is projected only 
when there is a DP subject, I am making essentially the same argument Runner ( 1 994) 
makes, namely that specificity and AGR are linked. 
I thank Krikor BezJtan. Hatg Der Houssiktan, Anal"d DonabMtan, Hagop Hachtgtan, Armenouht 
Kalemkhianan. Aram Kerovpyan, K�ram K�vonian, Ken Hale, Bert Vaux. AJec Marantz. Howard Lasntk, 
Ua Nash, Elisabeth Viii alta and Heidi Harley who have provided the data and helped �hape the analyM�. 1 
claim responsibility for errors, omissions and incoherenctes only. 
1 Standard Western Armenian is SOY tn surface word order, has rich case and agreement system and 
allows pro-drop. It is the standard language spoken by Armenians whose ongtn� are in lands ot the 
Ottoman Empire. For more discussiOn of the issues addressed here, see DonabMtan ( 1991) and Stgler (tn 
preparauon). 
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b. NumP: vee jjJ ingav 
c. DP: 
SIX letteq_ PL) write.aor-3 1- PL) 
Six bottles fdl 
=> [±PL, 0person) 
=> moves to spec-TP to check [number], Case 
=> non-spec1fic interpretation 
=> does not uigger subject-verb agreement 
=> does not bear overt number marking; can bear indefinite 
artacle 
TP 
SP� 
I T VP 
vee u_�oK-ner-� §1§-er-� 
s1x student-pl-dt bottle-pl-dt 
The six students broke the bottles 
=> [±PL, person) 
godre c-in break.aor-3pl 
=> - moves to spec-TP to check [number), Case 
- moves to spec-AgrP to check [person) 
=> spec1fic anterpretation 
=> uiggers subject-verb agreement, 
Y moves to check Tns in TP and Person in AgrSP 
=> bears either plural sufix or arucle (definite or andefinite) 
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1 .2  Syntactic location of bare NPs 
It seems to be the case that bare NP arguments must be internal arguments. The verbs m 
(3) are transttive and the bare NP is in object position. In (4) the verbs are unaccusauve 
and passtve. Again, the interpretation is not strictly speaking smgular or plural (4)a 
could report the falling of a smgle leaf or of many. 4 In (4)b the presence of the adverb 
mi §d 'always' forces a reading where the sentence refers to a plurality of ship smk.mgs, 
which, in the real world, would imply a plurality of ships But as far as the grammar is 
concerned, I think it ts correct to say that the bare NP nav itself does not refer to a 
plurality of ships. 
(4) a. d2ar-e-n 
tree-abl-dt 
derev ingav 
leaf [ #0] fall.aor.[#0J S 
""There was a leaf fall 
b. rni � nav g-anga1m1i hon 
always ship [ #0] imp-sinkVNAcc [ #0] there 
Ships always sink there or Ship-sinkings always happen there 
c. yergararuZ-i-n aden-a baduhan 
eariliquake-gen-dt time-dt window 
= During the earthquake windows broke 
d. xohanoc-i-n mel'-a banag ned-v-ecav 
godre.c-av break VNACC .( #0) 
lotchen-gen-dt in-dt dish throw-pass-aoq#0] 
"" In the kitchen dish-throwing happened 
As we see in both (3) and (4), the bare NP is to the left of and immediately adjacent to the 
verb. This is a hard and fast rule. While noun phrases can be separated from the verb if 
they have either the definite article, indefinite article or the plural marker, bare NPs 
cannot. This is shown in examples (5) and (6). 
(5) a. (pp banag-i-s mel' ]  [ VP derev 
dish-gen-1 poss in leaf[#0] 
There fell into my dish leaf/leaves 
ingav ] 
fall.aor.[#0] 
b. •derev 
leaf[#0] 
(pp banag-i-s mel'] ingav 
dish-gen- 1 poss in fall.aor.[#0] 
4 To avoid ambtguity, speakers usually use the indefinite article to indtcate that one leaf has fallen. Note 
that derev-m<J is still ambtguous as to whether it is specific or nonspecific. 
derev-m;� ingav 
leav-indef.art fall .aor .3s 
·a leaf fell' 
5Thts notauon is meant to make explicit the fact that the NP has no number feature. That is. I do not 
propose a three-way feature system, +. -. 0. rather. a nominal expression that has the number feature will be 
indicated as IN ±PL) or. simply by -pl or -s. 
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The sentences can be salvaged by adding an article either to the directional 
particle or to the argument, as in ( 1 0) and ( 1 1 ) As indicated in the glosses, addmg the 
article does cause a difference in meaning: when it bears the arttcle, the directional 
particle is mterpreted as referring to a location rather than a direction Adding the 
definite article to the bare NP has the expected result of changing the argument from a 
non-referential N P  to a definite, singular noun phrase. 
( 10) a. var-� [.., §i§ ingav ] 
down-dt bottle fall.aor.3s 
Down/ stairs I there fell bottle( s) 
b. Maro-n [.., turs-� curp hanec ] 
Maro-dt out-dt garbage displace.aor. 3s 
Outside Maro threw garbage away 
( 1 1 )  a. §i§-a [.., var ingav ] 
bottle-dt down fell.aor.3s 
The bottle fell down 
b. maro-n '"'P'� [.., turs hanec ] 
Maro-dt garbage-dt out displace.aor.3s 
Maro threw the garbage out 
With the adverb arak , 'quickly' we see a similar pattern: when Il lS adJacent to V 
it can be bare, as shown in ( 1 2) but when it is not adjacent, it must have an article, as 
shown in example ( 1 3).7 
( 1 2)a. baytum-e-n hedo nav-*0 1 -�1-m� l  -er � �ng5urmec-av 
explosion-abl-dt after ship-*[#0) I -dt I -a I - Pl. quickly sink.aor-3s 
After the explosion *ship( s) I the ship I a ship I several ships sank quickly 
b. *baytum-e-n hedo � 
quickly 
nav-0 I -�1-m� 
ship-01 -dtl -a 
angVlfmec-av 
sink.aor-3s explosion-abl-dt after 
( 13)a. baytum-e-n hedo arak-m� I •-0 .!lilY. �ng�lfmec-av 
explosion-abl-dt after quickly-a ship sink.aor-3s 
After the explosion ship(s) quickly sank = Soon after the explosion ship(s) sank 
b. *baytum-e-n hedo nav 
explosion-abl-dt after ship 
arak-m� yng�Mmec-av 
quickly-a sink.aor-3s 
In addition to the difference in word order we also find the expected difference in 
interpretation. When the adverb arak ' fast' is adjacent to V it means "m a speedy 
manner", while in a non-adjacent position arak-ma can have the sentential scope 
interpretation in which case it means "soon". This interpretation ts expected if we 
assumed that the adverb adjoins to TP. 
7In Standard Eastern Armenian as well the distribution of adverbs and bare nouns is similar. In this d1alect 
the imperfect IS expressed by a construction not found in SWA, involving an auxiliary verb (discussed in 
detail by Tamraz1an 1 994). The only elements that can intervene between the maJD verb and the mflected 
auxlliary 10 t.lus construction are adverbs and bare NPs. 
7
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The fact that stress must fall on the bare NP duev in ( 1 5 )a, accordmg to the1r 
generalization, suggests that it is at the left edge of the VP, thus providing further support 
for the claim that bare NPs remain in VP. 
The evidence we have seen so far seems to justify saying that bare NP arguments 
do not move out of VP, but rather remain in their initial sister-to-V position. This IS 
compatible with the assumption that arguments move in order to check �-features, smce, 
if we assume that there are no �-features on the bare NP, we expect it not to move. We 
have also seen that the claim that bare NPs lack �features IS supported by evidence from 
interpretation: we expect that a nominal that has no �-features should be neither smgular 
or plural, which seems to be the case. 
2. NumP subjects 
Ritter ( 1 99 1 ,  1992) uses the term ' Num(ber)P' to refer to a proJecUon w1thin DP between 
N and D where the number specification is located. This enables her, among other 
things. to account for facts concerning the genetive constructions and number/gender 
morphology tn Hebrew. I use the term to refer to noun phrases that have the feature 
number, but lack [person]. What I mean here by [number] is, mtu1t1vely, the feature that 
makes a nominal expression minimally capable of referring to an md1vidual rather than a 
property. t o I say 'minimally' to capture the fact that in SWA there IS a d1fferencc 
between a nominal expressiOn that refers to a distinguishable md1v1dual and one that 
refers to an md1stinguishable, or fungible entity That is, there is a three-way disuncuon 
between NPs which refer to properties, NumPs which refer to Indistinguishable 
tndividuals that have a property, and DPs, which refer to distinguishable md1viduals that 
have a property. Examples of the three types are given in ( 16). Since NumPs and NPs 
are both morphologically unmarked. I use a numeral in the NumP example, ( 1 6)b, to 
distinguish between them. 
(16) a. Maro-n kork g<HJZaxe-0 
M -dt carpet irnp-sell-3s 
Maro sells carpets or Maro is a carpet seller 
b. Maro-n lea san (had) kork dZaxe-c-0 
M -dt 20 classifier 
Maro sold twenty carpets 
carpet sell-aor-3s 
c. Maro-n kork-er-a bidi dlaxe-0 
M -dt carpet-PL -dt fut sell-3s 
Maro will sell the carpets 
2. 1 Covert plurals 
I refer to NumPs such as k asan kork in ( 1 6)b as 'covert plurals.' IntUJUvely, these 
expressions are like mass nouns in that a mass noun refers to an entity that has subparts, 
but these subparts are not distinguishable from each other. In the same way that the k1los 
of sugar that Siran buys in ( 17)a are fungible, likewise the soldiers she sees in ( 1 7)b are 
10Muromatsu ( 1 995) argues that a classifier "tndJviduates the concept" referred to by the bare noun. For 
Vangsnes ( 1 995) number IS the charactensuc that a nonunal expression must have m order to enter 1nt0 
�cope relauons. Both v1ews are, 1 thmk, compatible w1th the definitiOn g1ven here a�summg, a� 1:. 
plausible, that a class1fier IS the spell-out of [number), and that scope relauons are defined over md1v1dual\. 
9
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2.2 Non-agreement sentences 
An tnteresting construction in Armenian in which the distinction between NumPs and 
DPs plays a role is one I call the 'non-agreement' construction. In these sentences, ( 1 8), 
the verb does not display plural morphology even though its subJect is m some sense 
plural. These non-agreement constructions are acceptable if the conditions m A are 
met l2 
A Non-agreement is possible when: 
(i) the subject is a NumP 
(iii) the verb is not transitive 13 
Consider the covert plural subject karasun navag , ' forty boat' in ( 1 8). The boats are forty 
in number, but their identity is not determined. The sentence asserts simply that there 
are forty boat-passings every day. 
( 1 8) 14 amen oc 
every day 
ays 
this 
kanal-i-n 
canal-gen-dt 
me{Cen karasun (had) nAY.U 
through forty a.. boat 
i. 'Every day there are forty boat-passings through this canal' 
ii. 'Every day there go through this canal forty boats' 
g-ancm-� 
imp-pass-3s 
i1i. ' Forty boats can pass through this canal every day' I 'It's a forty-boat canal' 
iii. *' Forty particular boats go through this canal every day' 
This contrasts with the situation in ( 19) where plural is v1s1ble on the subject and on the 
verb in which case the subject refers to forty specific boats. 
( 1 9) amen oc 
every day 
ays 
this 
kana!-i-n 
canal-gen-dt 
me{Cen 
through 
karasun 
forty 
navag-ner g-ancni-.!1 
boat-PL imp-pass-PL 
i. 'Forty [particular) boats go through the canal every day' 
ii. 'EQm: boats go through the canal every day' 
2.3 Syntactic location of NumPs 
We can safely say that NumP subjects move out of VP. VP adverbs can intervent' 
between the subject and the verb, (20)a, showing that NumPs are not under the stnct 
adjacency constraint that bare NPs are, (20)b. 
(20) a. dZar-e-n yec d��y [yp gamac (yp tsUB 1JWlY n 
tree-abl-dt SIX leaf[ �PL) 
'Six Leaves slowly fell from the tree ' 
slowly fall.aor. [ � PL ]  
b. *dzar-e-n �I [yp gamac [yp tl � 11 
tree-abl-dt leaf[ #0) slowly fal l .aor. [#0] 
1 2Non-agreement w1th mdefimte or displaced subjects IS auested cross-hngu1sticaJly: Modern Greek 
(Schneider-Zioga I 992), Turkish (Hachigian, p.c.), Russian (Pesetsky 1982), Berber (Ouhalla I 993), 
Arabic (Fassi Fehri 1 989, Ouhalla, p.c.). 
131 assume that unergatives are underlyingly transitive (HaJe & Keyser 1 993), to account for the fact that 
these verbs are usuaJiy not acceptable m non-agreement constructions (and are completely unacceptable in 
construcllons where the sole argument is  a bare NP). 
14-fhis example IS adapted from one of Honcoop's ( 1995). 
11
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transitivity and agreement exemplified in (23). 16 
(23)a. dasi rusCi& §i§-er-v 
ten girl bottle- PL -dt 
Ten g�r/s threw the bottles 
b. dasv rusCi& yega-y 
ten girl come.aor-[# -PL] 
There arrived ten girls 
3 DP subjects 
nedec.:in I •=£! 
throw -3 PLI -( # -PL ) 
In this section we look briefly at subjects which are overtly plural and which differ in 
their interpretation, position and other syntactic properties from NumPs. I attribute these 
differences to the �-feature [person] .  out of reluctance to introduce another feature 
([±defmite] or [±specific] for example) and because definite and specific subjects do not 
appear to have a different distribution in SW A. The feature [person] is associated with 
the head D and is checked when the subject is in a spec-head relauon with AgrS. 
In (24) we see that unlike covert plurals. overtly plural subjects trigger agreement 
on the verb. I assume that this is because the third person plural suffix (-er on the subject 
and -n on the verb) is the spellout of the abstract features [3, +PL]. 
(24)a. S! !fan-e-n vee §i§ ingav 
table-abl-dt six bottle fall.aor.3[# -PL] 
'From the table there fell six bottles ' 
b. !£ �fan-e-n vee fi§-er inga-n I •-v 
table-abl-dt six bottle-pi fall.aor-3[# +Pl.] I • -3[# -PL] 
'Six {particular] bottlesfellfrom the table ' 
In addition, DPs can occur to the left of TP adverbs, as we saw above in (2 1 ), 
indicating that they have moved to the specifier of a higher functional projection, which I 
assume is AgrSP. 
Furthennore, DPs can be phonologically null, (25a) while NumPs cannot, (25b). 
Under the proposed analysis, this fact is explained by saying that only AGR licenses a 
null subject, while T cannot. 
l6we expect, g1ven th1s analysis, that it should be possible for a transitive verb to be m a non-agreement 
construction if 1ts object IS a bare NP, since such an object would remam in VP. The data I have IS not 
conclus1ve on th1s point. But there are speakers for whom sentences such as (i) are acceptable, and for all 
speakers (1) 1s preferred to (ii). 
(1) vee gm Jail g-epe-[ gor 
six woman food 1mp-prepare-pst.J,s prog 
Six women were preparing food 
(ii) • vee gin irene JaN g-epe-[ gor 
SIX woman the1r food-dt imp-prepare-pst.li prog 
Su: women were prepartng I heir food 
13
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